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FAITH REFLECTION IN ENTREPRENEURSHIP 
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Hybrid – Cantonese & Putonghua 
 
 

Prof. Stephen Tsui is Professor & Associate Director at CUHK School of Biomedical Sciences, 

Director of HK Bioinformatics Centre & Centre for Microbial Genomics & Proteomics.  In 2003, 

his lab was one of the first in the world to decode the SARS coronavirus genome.   Prof. Tsui is 

active in his church and serves on the board of China Graduate School of Theology.  

 

Mr. Lowell Lo is founder of BM Intelligence Group that went public in 2001.  A leading financial 

services provider in Asia Pacific, it provides corporate services to both companies and individual 

clients.  Its head office in HK is supported by branch offices in Beijing , Shanghai and Shenzhen.  

In recent years, BMI has also been acquiring companies in Japan. 

 

Mr. Andy Tan is Group CEO of Century Interfoods Sdn Bhd of Malaysia.  He grew up in a three -

generation food business family.  As a serial entrepreneur , he has started 9 businesses in the last 

25 years, ranging from gourmet restaurant network to international seafood d istribution.  Mr. 

Tan is a cell group leader in Gospel Hall Kuala Lumpur.   

 

Dr. Michael Wu is chairman of Creative Asset Management Ltd.  With extensive experience in 

financial investment and corporate finance, he was the former CEO of China Chengtong Asset 

Management (HK) and senior executive of various international banks and financial institu tions.  

Michael is active in community service.  With a DBA from HK PolyU, he is adjunct professor at 

CityU. 

 

Many young people aspire to convert scientific advances into profitable business that could 

contribute to human flourishing.  With a long career of illustrious accomplishments in biomedical 

research, Prof. Stephen Tsui has started several companies based o n his research in the last few 

years.    

 

In 2018, he was joined by Mr. Lowell Lo and others to launch BioMed Technology Holdings Co., 

Ltd.  As an academic, what has Prof. Tsui learned about communication with the business sector?  

As Christians, what is the challenge in integrity when working with companies to design and 

produce products.   

 

Prof. Tsui and Mr. Lo will be joined by Mr. Andy Tan and Dr. Michael Wu, two seasoned 

entrepreneurs from diverse backgrounds, to discuss the temptations of being in business and 

how to grow through the challenges. 


